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When we hear the word “immortal” we usually think of superheroes who have the 

ability to live forever by some major once in a lifetime occurrence. What if I told you Henrietta 

Lacks, an African American woman whose cells we still use in medicine till this day, is the 

immortal superhero in the medical  industry? 

 

Henrietta Lacks was born on August 1st, 1920 and later on had five children with her 

husband David Lacks. In 1951, Lacks was having vaginal bleeding and went to the Johns 

Hopkins Hospital. This hospital was one of few known to treat poor African Americans. She 

was diagnosed with cervical cancer and from then on took many treatments in an attempt to 

cure this disease. Little did she know by getting this treatment, her cells would be one of the 

biggest once in a lifetime occurrences that changes the face of medicine as we know it. 

 

 Henrietta Lacks unfortunately did not heal from cervical cancer and passed away on 

October 4th, 1951 when she was only 31 years old. During her biopsy, samples were sent to 

Dr. George Gey’s tissue lab which is where he studies cancer and does research on many 



different viruses. He quickly discovered after running tests that Lacks cells did not die during 

his samples. Lacks cells doubled every 20 to 24 hours. Talk about a breakthrough! As stated 

on hopkinsmedicine.org, “For years, Dr. Gey, a prominent cancer and virus researcher, had 

been collecting cells from all patients - regardless of their race or socioeconomic status - who 

came to The Johns Hopkins Hospital with cervical cancer, but each sample quickly died in Dr. 

Gey’s lab. What Dr. Gey would soon discover was that Mrs. Lacks’ cells were unlike any of the 

others he had ever seen: where other cells would die, Mrs. Lacks' cells doubled every 20 to 24 

hours.” These cells were later known to be as “HeLa” cells. 

 

This historical news was spread quickly to every hospital where multiple research and 

tests were done with her cells worldwide. Her cells were known to be crucial in multiple 

different medicines and vaccines. According to hopkinsmedicine.org, “these incredible 

cells...are used to study the effects of toxins, drugs, hormones and viruses on the growth of 

cancer cells without experimenting on humans. They have been used to test the effects of 

radiation and poisons, to study the human genome, to learn more about how viruses work, and 

played a crucial role in the development of the polio and COVID-19 vaccines.” Henrietta 

Lacks is impacting our lives everyday in ways we wouldn’t even have thought would, 

especially with not knowing we would be in a pandemic. Her cells have had a major role in 

creating the COVID-19 vaccines that we have today to help others build up immunity to fight 

off this deadly disease.  

 

Although her cells are being used in many medicines to help the world's health, Ms. 

Lacks, nor her family, ever gave consent for her name, personal information and cells to be 

https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/henriettalacks/index.html
https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/henriettalacks/index.html


distributed widely in the way they were. As stated on nature.com , “The hospital where her 

cells were collected was one of only a few that provided medical care to Black people. None of 

the biotechnology or other companies that profited from her cells passed any money back to 

her family. And, for decades after her death, doctors and scientists repeatedly failed to ask her 

family for consent as they revealed Lacks’s name publicly, gave her medical records to the 

media, and even published her cells’ genome online. (Following an outcry, the genome was 

soon removed.) Nature later published the genome of another HeLa line1 after the Lacks 

family reached an agreement with the US National Institutes of Health (NIH) to approve its 

release.” This shows how inconsiderate many companies were to black people and giving them 

their natural rights instead of blatantly exposing their information amongst the world. In 

result of this, foundations have been made, such as The Henrietta Lacks Foundation  , to 

make sure something like this never happens and the families who have been through this are 

financially supported and receive the recognition and closure they need. 

 

Lacks is our African American woman superhero with the immortal cells who has blessed the 

medical history in ways that have directly impacted us all. Her contribution to the medical 

world is something we would never forget. Lacks will forever be a symbol of greatness in our 

black community and how we are more than capable of changing the world and for that we 

are forever grateful for her constant contribution. 
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